ONE night in November 1940 a high explosive bomb fell through a skylight in.the library of the Royal College of Physicians. The College had already been damaged in October, but the November hit was the more destructive. Half the library ;vas open to the sky, the floor at the point of penetration was found to be sagging, blast blew the glass from the bookcases, and hundreds of books were scattered. The force of the explosion was demonstrated by the small metal fragments which were found embedded in a few of the volumes. Fortunately precautions had been already taken for the most valuable hooks from the XVI and XVII censury (pre the Great Fire) collections and for the Dorchester and Lloyd Roberts bequests. Among the remainder there was surprisingly little damage, although most of them were covered in white dust from fallen plaster. A few volumes were cut by glass. Others lost leaves which were carefully salvaged.
In place of the Roman colleges the Germanic peoples had guilds. In Florence, for instance, there was a powerful guild of physicians and apothecaries in the thirteenth century. It was a corporation of all Florentine physicians and apothecaries and thus had a monopoly of healing practice. Incorporation was obtained after examination, obligatory even to University graduates. The powers of the guild were vested in four consuls who constituted the examining as well as the general governing and organizing body of medical practice. It is believed that the consuls were elected by the vote of all the guild members.
In Roman colleges as well as Germanic guilds, dinners, festivities, religious and other ceremonies played an important r6le, and many of our modern colleges have ceremonies which can be traced to that remote origin. It is interesting to speculate upon the relation of our four censors to the four consuls of the Florentine guild. During the pre-Renaissance and Renaissance, colleges of physicians were founded in Jtaly, combining the natures of the Roman colleges and the Germanic guilds. For each particular town a corporation of physicians had the monopoly of practice. Like the Roman colleges the governing and examining body of the corporations was formed of the most eminent of their members, the socii or fellows; These new colleges had as their object the organization and administration of medical practice in a certain town or region, and to that effect they exerted academic, administrative and medico-political functions, all vested in the fellows. The academic functions consisted in teaching, and principally in examining for award of the special diplomas which permitted incorporation into the college and thus practice in that particular area, licences which even University graduates had to obtain. The administrative functions consisted in supervising the medical nractice of physicians, surgeons, barbers and apothecaries, in enforcing the rules of professional conduct and in taking the necessary disciplinary measures. The medicopolitical functions consisted in advising the government on medical matters.
The example of Italy was followed by other nations, and various colleges of physicians were founded. The first in France were at Nimes (1397) and Bordeaux (1411). Later, colleges were founded in London (1518), Rouen (1538), Lyon (1577), Geneva (1589), Brussels (1649) , Edinburgh (1689), to mention the most important. In fact a college of physicians arose in every leading town.
While colleges of physicians were founded with the object of organizing and administering medical practice, other corporations of teacher physicians and students, the Faculties, were founded with the object of teaching and conferring academic degrees. On the Continent these two groups of corporations clashed. The Faculties considered their degrees to be sufficient to allow recipients to practise medicine urbi et orbi. They therefore resented the exclusion of Faculty members from practice except by incorporation into the colleges on conditions imposed by those bodies. Even in the eighteenth century the Bordeaux College of physicians withheld permission from Theophile de Bordeu, a famous graduate of the Faculty of Montpellier, to practise in Pau, which came under the jurisdiction of the Bordeaux College, because he had not complied with certain collegiate conditions. All this was placing Faculties in an inferior position, and the colleges did not hesitate to interfere in University affairs. Thus when in 1749 Professor Gregoire of the Bordeaux Faculty of Medicine intrigued to nominate his son as his successor in the chair, the College of Physicians of Bordeaux intervened and insisted on a competitive examination in the interests of justice [2] . Such clashes between Colleges of Physicians and Faculties resulted in the suppression of colleges on the Continent tovards the end of the eighteenth century. In Paris there has never been a college of physicians, because the Faculty of Medicine developed from early times as a very powerful body. A college of surgeons developed later and had violent struggles with the Faculty until at last it was suppressed and absorbed by its opponent.
It is my belief that this suppression influenced adversely the development of medicine in continental countries. Colleges and Faculties differ in their objects. Faculties are essentially teaching and graduating bodies, but medicine consists more in practice than in teaching. When Faculties are the sole organizers of medicine thev engender dogmatism, formalism and even narrowmindedness and low ethical standards. Even from the purely scientific point of view many medical workers of originality cannot stand the academic shackles. One has only to read the history of the seventeenth and eighteenth century Faculties of Paris as depicted by Guy Patin, to grasp the truth of this adverse infllence of a purely academic organization. In fact in Germanv, vhere academic organization reached its zenith, a powerful anti-academic movement had started in the pre-Nazi period. In France a similar movement has 'resulted in the. recent formation of the " ordre des medecins ", a sort of College of Physicians and Surgeons for the whole of France. The College of Physicians of London (the " Royal " was affixed later) was founded in 1518 by Henry VIII at the plea of his physician, Thomas'Linacre, one of the greatest figures in the history of medicine [3] . It was based on the Romano-Italian model as a corporation of physicians practising in London and a central governing and organizing body for medical matters in the London area (fixed at seven miles as periphery from the centre of the city). Government and organization were vested in the Fellows of the College, who filled vacancies in their ranks by selecting from other members of the corporation (candidates, corresponding to our contemporary members, and permissi, later called licentiates.) Similar. co leges were founded later in Britain and in English-speaking countries, and colleges of surgeons developed on the same lines. Ir fact, contrary to its suppression ojn the Continent, the collegiate system endured in England and the English-speaking. countries, thanks principally to the London College. Clashes between Colleges' and Faculties have never been serious in this land. The most important happened in 1555, when the College of London refused to license for practice two Oxford graduates, Simon Ludford and David Laughton, on the grounds of inadequate knQwledge and advised the University of Oxford to be more careful in the instruction of future physicians. After discussion with the College that University adopted a definite and more complete course of medical studies, and one of the refused candidates, the ex-Franciscan friar, Simon Ludford, underwent the better instruction, obtained his-licence and was even admitted to the Fellowship [4] . On the whole the College of London, the other British colleges and the universities have worked in harmony, and many-College Fellows are university teachers. The universities concentrated on their teaching functions 'and the colleges continued their general organizing and administrative activities in medical affairs.
As a result medical organization in England is not, as on the Continent, purely academic but collegiate-corporative, a position understood with great difficulty by our continental colleagues. In other countries the high titles in the profession are academicsuch as professor, joint-professor, lecturer, and so on-whereas in England they are collegiate-corporative-Fellows of colleges, Members, &c. The difference often.occasions comic episodes in international congresses, where the academic hierarchy reigning abroad allots to our Fellows a place lower even than the minor lecturers of small universities. Our colleagues zabroad extricate themselves from the difficulty by giving the courtesy title of professor to every distinguished physician.
Misunderstandjug of the collegiate system of medical organization is due largely to the omission or the very bare mention of the history of medical colleges in even the most complete of our treatises on the history of medicine. Historians who are not in active practice fail to understand why an institution that has disappeared from the Continent has become in English-speaking countries the most modern instrument of power for medical organization. The history of the London College is found in the works of Munk but apart from this is scattered in a multitude of papers, lectuies and biographies. It can be divided conveniently according to the buildings that have housed the College, each new seat corresponding to a new century and a new line of thought and action within the College itself. It seems as if a mysterious law connects the material and the spiritual in this institution.
THE KNIGHT RIDER STREET PERIOD (15 18-1614) (THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY COLLEGE-THE COLLEGE OF LINACRE) During this period, which corresponds roughly to the sixteenth century, the.College had its seat in part of a house in Knight Rider Street. The premises belonged to Linacre, who gave them to the College, and consisted in a parlour below and a chamber above used as a council room and library. Later a capacious theatre for anatomy lectures was added and a garden secured for botanical purposes. The library was established immediately. Its nucleus was formed of books given by Linacre and, as in succeeding centuries, it was augmented by gifts, the most important being William Gilbert's bequest. In conformity with the general spirit of the College the library was from the start, as it is now, general and not purely medical.
The corporation was immediatelv divided into Fellows, Candidates (mnembers) and Licentiates. As in later centuries, the activities'of the College in governing and organizing 57, Section of the-History of Medicine 815 medical matters were vested in the Fellows and thus depended on their personalities. In this respect the College had a happy beginning. From the first, the original Fellows co-opted into their circle the members " the most distinguished in character and learning ", and thus the roll of the sixteenth century Fellowship includes the greatest names in the medicine of that period-Thomas Linacre, Edward Wotton, John Clement, John Caius, Sir. William Butts, William Gilbert. These sixteenth century Fellows were great Greek scholars and had delved deeply into Greek thought. They had made direct contact with living Greek thinkers teaching in Italy, with Demetrios Chalcocondylis, for instance, that great philosopher and upright man, the teacher of Linacre. They had frequented the brilliant Venetian humanistic circle of Aldus Manucius, whose printing of Greek works was one of the greatest factors in the Renaissance. They were real Renaissance men of general culture and also of great character, courage and religion. No wonder that they Century). Copied from " The were capable of laying down -solid foundations for our great College and for the high moral and intellectual standards that have characterized British medicine since those days. The founders of the College laid down a triple standard for the physician as basis of their organization of medicine, a standard constituted of cultural humanistic background, free scientific thought, and high ethical qualities. The cultural humanistic background has remained an essential feature of the College. It was introduced because these first organizers of British medicine understood that medicine is not only a natural but also a cultural science. Free scientific thought, also of Greek origin, was introduced in opposition to the dogmatic scholastic thinking of the pre-College physicians. It was of course difficutlt to shake off completely the authoritarianism of the Middle Ages, and ;e read in the Annals of the College that in 1559 John Geynes, M.D. of Oxford, had to retract his expressed opinion against the infallibilitv of Galen before being admitted to the Fellowship. The principle of progress, however, was there. As for the high ethical qualities, these were not the formalities of interprofessional conduct as laid down in the Florentine gild of physicians, but those high virtues of truLthfulness, honesty and charity embodied in the Hippocratic teaching.
This basic triple standard wvas imposed by the first Fellows through their personal example a factor powerftl in the influence of the College throughout the centuries and the various activities of the College, which can be divided into academic, administrative and medico-political.
The academic functions were teaching, examining and the award of diplomas or degrees. In those days the medical teaching given by the College was the most complete available, for the universities were not yet organized for it and their teaching of medicine w as only part of general education. Anatomy lecttures started in the College about 1565, the Lumleian lecture was founded in 1581, and it is probable that other non-official lectures wvere given. Examinations for diplomas to practise, obligatory even for university graduates, were complete and severe, and more adequate than those of the Ltniversities. Candidates were examined according to the triple standard of the College. Those who failed to attain it were rejected even if they already had a university degree, as in the cases already quotedl of Simon Ludford and David Laughton. Restricted licences were granted in certain cases, as for instance to John Banister [5], a physician of great repute in Nottingham, wvho gave only incomplete satisfaction and notwithstanding the warm recommendation of Queen Elizabeth was allovw cd to practise in London only on condition that he called in consultation for difficult cases a Fellow of the College. To Thomas Fludd, a Cambridge-M.D. who also failed to satisfy completely the examiners as to the adequacy of his knowledge but impressed them by his moral qualities, licence to practise was given but on condition that he should improve his knowledge by certain well-specified readings from Galen [6] .
The administrative function of the College consisted first in enforcing the rule that onlv College graduates were allowed to practise. Thus medical practice was freed from quacks. Next, it comprised the general regulation of the conduct of physicians on the basis of the triple standard of the College. Disciplinary measures could be taken as part of administration. Richard Taylor, a Fellow, was expelled in 1590 for reprehensible condtuct. Another Fellow, Walker, was sumnmoned before the College because he had given licences to practise to several empirics from Norwich and Norfolk.
The medico-political functions of the College consisted in advising the government. the universities, various corporations and the general public on the medical aspects of education, medical organization and public health. These were important, since the College was the greatest authority in the country on medical matters. The advice given to the University of Oxford on the reform of its medical curriculum, already mentioned, wvas followed. Even in matters of personal appointments the government sought the advice of the College, as when Queen Elizabeth commanded the Fellows to select a member of their society to replace Dr. Henry Atkins, who after being appointed physician to the naval expedition to Spain had to be put ashore because of seasickness.
It is probable that at first the College functioned also as a learned Society, the Fellows discussing their cases and medical problems at their meetings. This function was rendered unnecessary, however, by the rise of learned societies in England during the seventeenth centuLry. Continental writers often regard the Royal College of Physicians as an "academy of medicine ", which of course is not correct.
It is unfortunate that so little is known of the sixteenth century college bv the general medical public. Its great Fellows are superficially considered more as scholars than as physicians wvhereas in reality most of them were first-rate clinicians, as we know from contemporarv testimonv. The suppression of Greek from the membership diploma seems to have severed a link with their tradition. It was, however, these disciples of the Greek humanists of the Renaissance who not only laid down the foundation of the College and the high standards of British medicine but also made important contributions to the revival of medical science bv reintroducing the precise scientific methods of the Greeks. The Amen Corner period of the College history corresponds roughly to the seventeenth century. The Fellows moved their seat to the more spacious Amen Corner premises (at the end of Paternoster Row), which they leased from the dean and chapter of St. Paul's. A botanical garden was added, an anatomical theatre was built where Harvey taught, and the museum for housing the library was erected at the expense of Harvey. This library was greatly increased by the collection given by Harvey, and has since been called the Harveian library. Other outstanding bequests came from a German physician who admired the College, Dr. Holbosh, and from Turquet de Mayerne. When the first Harveian Librarian, Dr. Merrett, printed the first catalogue thirteen hundred volumes were listed, most of them folios rare and valuable.
During the disturbed seventeenth century the College maintained its leadership as organizer and administrator of British medicine. This was again due to the strength of its Fellowship, composed of the most famous physicians of the day. In its roll names immortal in history, such as those of Harvey, Mayerne, Glisson, Willis, Wharton and Lower are found, and with them a group of men less known but not less useful as brilliant exponents of the art of medicine, great clinicians, mostly Royal physicians. The great name of Sydenham is missing from the roll, not through jealousy or politics but because according to the by-laws the minor academic degree which was all that he had for a long time, entitled Sydenham to acceptance only as a Licentiate [7] . Later, however, the creation of honorary Fellows (1664) enabled the College to include in its Fellowship many physicians of good standing who possessed the requisite University degree but because of their age or position were unwilling to uncrergo the regular examinations imposed by the College. On the basis of this by-law Sir Thomas Browne, the author of Religio Medici, was made a Fellow. It seems remarkable that in those days of lax morals and political pressure the Fellowship maintained its high standard. There were very few disreputable characters such as Sir Alexander Frazier, a Royal physician who, if Pepys' diary is to be believed, should have been brought to trial for his notorious practices. The exceptional black sheep does not spoil the whole flock. It is to the honour' of Charles II that he never exerted pressure on the College, which he admired as a learned body. The M\eiry Monarch may have chuckled over the witty and scurrilous attacks of one of his physicians, Gideon Harvey, on the College but he never took action, and is even said to have censured the violent attack on Thomas Willis. Only in the reign of James II was pressure made, and Fellows were expelled, notably Richard Morton, who, however, was soon afterwards reinstated. The only pressure exerted by governmental powers was the exclusion from the College of Roman Catholics, Presbyterians and Non-conformists, and to this effect the by-law allowing Fellowship exclusively to graduates of Oxford and Cambridge was enacted. The bad effects of this by-law were felt, however, only in succeeding centuries.
The academic, administrative and medico-political activities of the College continued along the lines of the sixteenth century. From the academic point of view the College retained its pre-eminence, as there was as yet no regular medical teaching in the universities. An outstanding event in the teaching of the College was Harvev's Lumleian lectures, started in 1616, in which that immortal Fellowv gave the results of his research on circulation. The Goulstonian lecture was founded in 1639, the first being given by W. Rant, the secon l bv Glisson. In those davs of general scientific interest the College lectures were followed not only by physicians but by men of general culture, and Charles II himself honoured with his presence the anatomical teaching of Sir George Ent in 1665. As in academic affairs, a high standard was kept up in the administrative and medicopolitical spheres. The College continued as the greatest medical authority in the countrv.
It published the first London Pharmacopoeia in 1688.
The turbulent seventeenth century is reflected, however, in the life of the College. The Warwick Lane period of the College history corriesponds roughly to the eighteenth century. The premises in Warwick Lane were constructed especially for that purpose under the supervision of Sir Christopher Wren. It was a magnificent building worthy of the century and of the elegant " gold-headed cane " Fellows it housed. It occupied the four sides of a quadrangle enclosing a spacious paved court. Its entrance from Warwick Lane was through a wide gateway closed with massive iron gates under a semicircular arch over which was a lecture theatre and a dome of curious construction, which Garth compared to a golden pill [8] . The theatre, erected at the expense of Sir John Cutler, was a model of " acoustical and optical architecture ". rhe public rooms wvere spacious and handsome. The library consisted of two communicating rooms with galleries running around them. The nuicleus of the library was formed of the books saved from the Knight Rider Street and Amen Corner collections by Dr. Merrett. It was rapidly enriched by gifts. The greatest of these was the magnificent collection given by the Marquess of Dorchester, more than 3,200 volumes of physics, mathematics, civil law and philology, the choicest collection of the day. Next came books bought with money left for that purpose by Dr. Richard Hale and other gifts of Fellows, including those of Dr. Crow (Greek and Latin books), Dr. Thomas Gisborne and Dr. Baillie.
The basis of the activities of the College, its Fellowship, was not in the eighteenth celntury as strong and representative as in previous periods. It was less strong because, although conforming to the triple standard, the eighteenth centurv Fellows lacked the greatness of their predecessors. Their cultural humanistic background was more superficial and literary than deep and philosophical. Their scientific attainments were marked by the eighteenth century domination of " svstems ". Their moral qualities were tainted by a certaini stubbornness, narrownmindedness, vanity and attachment to petty interests. The College cannot be blamed for this, as such were the features of most eighteenth centurv intellectuals. Even so, exceptions are met in the College itself, where Fellows like Sloane, Mead, Radcliffe, Freind, Pringle, Richard Warren and notably Heberden, the ultinius Roman1orumn of Dr. Johnson, could reach the -standard of their sixteenth and seventeenth centurv predecessors. The Fellowship of the Warwick Lane College suffered not only from weakness but also from failure to represent all that was great in the British medicine of the day. Because of the by-law that limited the Fellowship to Oxford and Cambridge graduates, physicians so highly distinguished in character and learning as John Fothergill, Williaml Hunter, Sir William Watson and Sir William Duncan were excluded from the Fellowship. And there was no attempt to find a way of incorporating great provincial physicians such as Erasmus Darwin, Withering, Huxham.
As the religious ban had been lifted the College justified its exclusion of all who were not graduates of the old universities by the laxity found in various foreign and even Scottish universities in the giving of degrees. There was much truth. in this. The MI.D. of Rheims, for example, could be obtained without residence on the basis of a thesis whose authorship was not always scrupulouslv investigated, and for the modest fee of four guineas. 1-owever, Scottish and foreign graduates could be incorporated into the College of London only after a very severe examination, which put them on the same intellectual level as their Oxford and Cambridge colleagues. To continue to exclude them from the Fellowship was a flagrant injustice. Disturbances occurred, some of which came before the courts. During one of these Lord justice Alansfield, while accepting the right of the College, cautioned the Fellows against pursuing a narrow path " which might exclulde even a Boerhaave" [9] .
The weakness of the Fellowship during the Warwick Lane period explains the minor role that the College then played. The academic functions continued but the teaching was no longer superior to that of the universities, and the fairness of the examinations was marred by the kind of petty behaviour seen in the case of Isaac Schomberg. The administrative functions were maintained, but were marked by a certain obstructionism, -as in the quarrel with the Society of Apothecaries and the reluctance to follow the reforms in clinical teaching advocated by Lettsom on the basis of dispensary practice. Medico-political functions, although the College was consulted in such important matters as variolization, were on the wane, for as fast as the College degenerated into an exclusive club so its authority diminished. Although, however, the College was dwindling as central organizer and administrative body in medical matters, redeeming features were the courtesy and urbanitv of its Fellows, the gentlemen of the gold-headed cane. Sir William Browne, President of the College when the Licentiates, encouraged by John Fothergill among others, forced entry to the comitia, was the first to propose, although unsuccessfully, that Fothergill should be admitted to the Fellowship. The futile and petty obstruction against the Society of Apothecaries was ridiculed by a distinguished Fellow, Samuel Garth, who characterized the College of this period in this coulplet:
"lean faction reigns where knowledge should preside Feuds are increased and learning laid aside."
Lettsom, an opponent of the College, wvas often invited to its dinners.
The weakness of the Fellowship in the eighteenth century was the Jlore regrettable in that the life of the College underwent a crisis. Up to that time it had been the sole governing body in British medicine, the only institution possessing important academic, administrative and medico-political functions. With the eighteenth century other institutions-faculties, corporations such as that of the Apothecaries and governmental departments-took over many functions hitherto exclusive to the College. The parting of the ways was at hand. The College had either to disappear, abandoning its functions to OCT.-HIST. OF MED. 2 these other institutions, or it could maintain its leadership, but only by adapting itself to new conditions. Hence the malaise felt at the end of the Warwick Lane period.
The expression of this malaise was physical, the Fellows feeling cramped in their city abode while society and fashion moved west. The basis, however, was spiritual, and restulted from the subconscious conflict in the facing of a new situation. For a new lease of physical and spiritual life the College decided to move west, and after many efforts a site in Pall Mall East was chosen, thanks to one of its greatest presidents, Sir Henry Halford, and a new house was built for the College. London practitioners, but were chosen from all parts of Britain and the Enrpire. Thus the leaders of the profession were now selected in truth for distinction in character and learning independently of their religiotus and political views. Care was exercised to secure as Fellows men of great influence in other medical institutions, universities, hospitals, government departments and the medical section of the Services. This ensured collaborationi between all.factors of medical progress and contributed to the integrative function of the College in medicine. Even the most prominent Fellows of that time cannot be listed here, as all the manv great names in British medicine are included.
Strong in its Fellowship the College faced the possibility that its functions might be taken over by other corporations. The problem was solved by certain modifications of activity. First of all the College increased its membership of its own " graduates " scattered throughouit the world, and as over them it had absolute administrative power its influence became 62bll extensive. Next, althoulgh academic, administrative and medico-political fuLnctions wvere taken over by other institutions, those of the College could be maintained on a high level as a model to other bodies; it had shown the wav in the past, and had to continue as guide. Lastly, as the College, unlike the other instituLtions, did not specialize in any one of these functions, it wvas the only body capable of correlating and integrating all functions pertaining to medicine. This wvas also made possible bv the wide representation of the Fellowship. The London College therefore remained the great central medical organizer for Great Britain and at the same time acquired international fame and esteem. Thus academic, administrative and medico-political activities of the College continued during this period on the lines of the preceding centturies. They were even intensified in order to serve as pattern.
Lectures, more extensihelv read than attenided, often gave the last wvord in medical In all its activities the College maintained the triple standard laid down by the sixtenth centurv Fellows, and particUlarly the cultuLral humanistic backgrolund for phvsicians which was endangered during the ultra-positivistic and mechanistic nineteenth century.
The development of this humanistic background took the form of an intensified cultivation of history of medicine, a great feature of the Pall Mall East College. History not the collection of facts which goes by that name, but the approach to human and medical problems by means of historical philosophical thinking-is in fact the modern expression of humanistic culture. In the College itself, not only through the official historv lectures (the Fitzpatrick lectures founded in 1902) but in all Harveian orations, conversazione and examinations, history of medicine was studied intensively. Knowledge of historv seems to be characteristic of the modern Fellow, just as proficiency in Greek and Latin characterized the Fellows of the previous centuries. These humanistic tendencies of the College have caused not only much trembling in candidates for membership but also much headshaking among physicians, who often believed that through this the College was " behind the times ". Justification of the attitude of the College, however, is afforded by the contemporary general revival of humanistic tendencies and in the recent address of Alan Gregg [10] , essentially a scientist, to the New York Academv of M\edicine, in wvhich he denmonstrates the necessitv of humanism in present-day medical practice.
A NEW PERIOD?
The Royal College of Physicians of Londoni, prinitonu inter pares has maintainied throughout the centuries the collegiate svstem of organization of medical thought and practice by which all medical activities are correlhted and integrated under the leadership of those who have reached the greatest proficiency in medicine. It is opposed to the academic and association systems of medical organization.
The academic system, on the wane even on the Continent where it had developed most extensively, offers direction of medical activities by the most prominent teachers incorporated in the Faculties. Faculties are specialized teaching bodies and cannot effect such complete correlation and integration of medical activities as colleges, whose foundation is wider and representation more extensive. Opposition between these two systems of medical government was evident long ago in England and ended in a modus vivendi bv which the Faculties limited their authoritv to their special educational functions, the OCT.-HIST. OF 2\I 1). 2* Colleges maintaining the more general and centralizing direction of medical thought and practice.
The association system of medical organization developed mainly in the late nineteenth century, and consists in direction of medical activities under the leadership of physicians elected by tuniversal vote of their colleagues on the basis of political and organizing capacities, independently of any proficiency in medicine. Opposition between this svstem and the collegiate system is developing in our own time, and again the Royal College of London is entering the lists actively. Is medical practice to be directed by leaders of majorities or by leaders in medical science and art? This is the problem constituting the contemporary crisis of the Royal College of Physicians of London, the essential representative of the collegiate system in medicine. As happened with the rights of the Faculties, a iniodits vivenzdi will probably be found. Associations, such as the British Medical Association, have undoubtedly rendered and are rendering great services to medicine, but history teaches that science and art cannot be organized on a majoritv principle. The College which, endowed with such great will to power, has guided British medicine to the heights cannot fade away. Historical thinking, the only mode of thinking that directs action, indicates that the College will maintain its centralizing and integrating functions, the Associations of to-day like the Faculties of old keeping for themselves certain branches of medical organization. The solution will be collaboration, not opposition.
The finding of this mzodtus vivendi, the solution of this new crisis, dominate the activities of the College to-day. As in the entire course of its history, spiritual fermentation in the College is bound up with the physical need for change, for moving the seat of the institution. It is at this turning-point that the bombs of the Huns attempted the destruction of the College. The building has been damaged, but the spirit, far from being subdued by the barbaric insult, has acquired an added stimulus to its work in the organization of that most civilizing of human activities, the art of Medicine.
